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Kim Daus and Drew Banks are independent management consultants.  Banks has headed 
IS, learning, and communications organizations within companies such as SGI and 
ThirdAge Media;  Daus has led the marketing and communications efforts of several Silicon 
Valley companies, most recently as director of Organizational Learning and Communication 
at Intuit.  Daus and Banks are also co-authors (with Markos Kounalakis) of Beyond Spin:  
The Power of Strategic Corporate Journalism (Jossey-Bass, 2000). 
 
Online customers would seem to be nothing more than detached, isolated individuals sitting 
in front of computer screens, oblivious to anyone else engaged in the same activity.  Banks 
and Daus make a strong case against this kind of thinking.  Today’s technology makes 
possible sufficient customer to customer interaction to create a meaningful level of 
community.  Amazon.com’s customer book review postings and H-P’s peer-to-peer service 
support are but two examples of customer community.  Daus and Banks provide thirty-five 
varied examples. 
 
Customer.Community provides a theoretical explanation (based on Maslow’s famous 
hierarchy of human needs) of why customers would seek community with one another.  
While Internet relationships stretch our traditional notions of human relationships, Daus and 
Banks make a convincing enough customer case for businesses to aim at developing their 
customer-communities.  Customers can help each other, of course, but they can also find 
some of their identity needs met in this fashion.  The business case for customer-
community is even stronger.  Customer-community can provide businesses with helpful 
feedback on product/service development from their most loyal customers, inexpensive or 
free support to overloaded customer service departments, and broader market reach. 
 
Banks and Daus are realistic about the challenges and costs.  Clearly, this is an era of 
pioneering and experimentation for Internet business.  Customer.Community is packed with 
ideas and examples and is well worth more than one careful reading by those interested in 
building great businesses on a foundation of valuing and serving customers.  Most of the 
insights of this book will also be helpful to non-profit organizations wishing to build 
community among their electronic constituencies. 
 
 

 
 
 
 


